
 

     THE SEA OF GRASS is an April, 2015 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe 

Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

United States   1946   black-and-white   123 minutes   live action feature western 

drama   Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer   Producer: Pando Berman 

 

17 of a possible 20 points                                                  ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points: 

2          Direction: Elia Kazan* 

2          Editing: Robert Kern* 

2          Cinematography: Harry Stradling, Sr.* 

2          Lighting 

            Special Visual Effects: A. Arnold Gillespie and Warren Newcombe 

2          Screenplay: Marguerite Roberts and Vincent Lawrence, based on the 

            novel by Conrad Richter 

1          Music: Herbert Stothart, Alberto Colombo, Hugo Frey, and David Snell 

            Orchestrations: Albert Sendrey 

2          Art Direction: Cedric Gibbons* and Paul Groesse* 

            Set Decorations: Edwin Willis* and Mildred Griffiths* 

            Costume Design: Walter Plunkett (women’s costumes) and Fred Valles 

            (men’s costumes)     Costume Supervisor: Irene Lentz 



            Makeup: Jack Dawn 

1          Sound: Douglas Shearer 

2          Acting 

2          Creativity 

17 total points 

 

Cast: Katharine Hepburn (Lutie Cameron Brewton), Spencer Tracy*  

(Colonel Jim Brewton), Robert Walker* (Brock Brewton as adult), 

Melvyn Douglas (Brice Chamberlain), Phyllis Thaxter*  

(adult Sarah Beth Brewton), Edgar Buchanan (Jeff, Brewton’s cook), 

Harry Carey, Sr.* (Doc Reid), Ruth Nelson (Selina Hall, a farmer’s wife), 

Robert Armstrong (Floyd McCurtin, Brewton’s attorney), William “Bill” Phillips  

(Banty, ranch hand), Russell Hicks (Major Dell Harney), Trevor Bardette 

(Andy Boggs, homesteader), Charles Trowbridge (George Cameron, Lutie’s dad), 

James Bell (Sam Hall, homesteader), Robert Barrat (Judge Seth White, Salt Fork), 

Morris Ankrum (A. J. Crane, attorney), Henry Adams* (gambler),  

Stanley Andrews (Bill, the sheriff), Whit Bissell (Ted, the clerk), Nora Cecil 

(Mrs. Ryan, nurse), William Challee (Deputy Sheriff), Hank Worden  

(Bill, Salt Fork townsman), Gertrude Chorre (Brewton’s Indian nurse), 

Joseph Crehan (Colorado Senator Grew), Frank Darien (minister), 

Vernon Dent (train conductor), Budd Fine (brakeman), Douglas Fowler  

(Joe Horton), John Hamilton (Forrest Hamilton), Jesse Graves (Luke), 

Charles Middleton (Charley, saloon owner), George Reed (Uncle Nat), 

Buddy Roosevelt (Ike Randall, ranch hand), Bill Roach (ranch hand), Dan White 

(ranch hand), Dorothy Vaughan (Mrs. Hodges), June Hedin* (j)  

(Sara Beth Brewton at age 11), Ann Gowland (j) (Sara Beth Brewton at age 2), 

Carol Nugent* (j) (Sara Beth Brewton at age 7), Patty Smith* (j)  

(Sara Beth Brewton at age 4), Jimmy Hawkins* (j) (Brock Brewton at age 5), 

Norman Ollestad* (j) (Brock Brewton at age 8), Pat Henry (j)  

(Brock Brewton at age 1) 

 

     One of the finest westerns, though coming from an unexpected source,  



THE SEA OF GRASS was director Elia Kazan’s arresting adaptation of Conrad 

Richter’s bestselling novel. With exteriors filmed in California, Arizona, and New 

Mexico, the drama benefitted considerably from authentic-looking locations. 

Costuming by Walter Plunkett, of GONE WITH THE WIND fame, and Fred Valles 

provided appropriate period fashions comparing quite favorably to those on 

view in John Ford’s pioneer epics. Harry Stradling, Sr. designed highly 

communicative camera angles, using epic sweeps sparingly to imposing effect. 

His interior shots reveal owner personality as well as hybrids of ornament and 

utility common among prosperous cattle barons. Colonel Jim Brewton, for 

instance, mixes barrels of supplies on hardwood floors with traditional chairs 

and wall hangings in his parlor. What veteran socialites would make of such an 

arrangement is of less concern than keeping stock handy for his kitchen cook.  

     In the flimsy shack serving as home to farmer Sam Hall’s family, a stark 

contrast is instantly apparent. The biggest piece of furniture is an old iron 

bedstead with coiled springs and very little else. Cooking utensils, one 

handhewn table for meals, and a couple rough chairs lacking even a hint of 

cushioning evidence dire poverty of inhabitants. They are barely surviving, 

dressed raggedly in homespun, hanging miserably halfway between 

malnutrition and outright starvation, new arrivals ill prepared for winters on  

open prairie.  

     Richter’s plot hinges on confrontation between settled ranchers and 

incoming planters. The federal government and its subsidized railroads support 

the latter. Feeling betrayed and isolated, cattlemen are left to protect deedless 

empires as best they can. At first, interests of open range proponents win out in 

courts presided over by local judges elected by territorial residents. As more 

nesters arrive from eastern settlements, the balance of power swings over to 

them. Younger justices with authorizations from Washington, D. C. fill regional 

court posts displacing old accommodationists predisposed to side with ranchers. 

These greenhorn officials know politics, not the nature of local soils and 

seasons.  

     Trapped between are wives brought from “civilized” towns and cities. They 

are accustomed to concerts, theatricals, a plenitude of social events, stores 

which stock attractive dry goods and popular books, daily newspapers. Such is 



Lutie Corcoran, a typical admirer of Western manliness, wealth, and plain 

dealing. She has found an ideal spouse, or so she believes, in James Brewton. 

Colonel Brewton is a dissatisfied eligible bachelor, one seeking a willing-to-

relocate mate.  

     He’s old enough to begin looking for culture, something valued because rare 

in his part of the country. She’s inclined to adventure, hoping the Wild West can 

provide more excitement than St. Louis society. Familiar people are so  

predictable in habits and opinions. 

     Because of an urgent trial evaluating contested land claims, the colonel 

postpones a wedding trip to the Mississippi Valley, instead ordering a 

prospective bride to journey west by train immediately. Their wedding will be 

just as legal, if a lot less formal, in Salt Fork.  

     The bride being a child of the nineteenth century does as male partner 

commands. Making a record-setting dash across the plains, Lutie’s train arrives 

ahead of schedule.  

     Sam Hall is already at the station anyway and promptly welcomes wife and 

daughter. Mrs. Hall has become intimately acquainted with Lutie Cameron, 

soon to become Mrs. James Brewton, sharing gossip and childcare 

responsibilities during their rail ride west. 

     Since the Colonel has not shown matching eagerness to greet a mate, Lutie 

leaves baggage with a presumably honest station attendant and sets off to 

locate absentee host. Since a combination hotel / saloon seems his likeliest 

hangout, Miss Cameron enters it expectantly. To her surprise, the establishment 

appears unoccupied.  

     Not quite. Lutie’s hallooing reaches the ears of attorney Brice Chamberlain, 

drinking away sorrow over a looming legal defeat. Dubious joys of alcohol are 

suddenly neglected. One look at the perplexed visitor is all requireded to make 

a bright new day for him. The lawyer falls in love with Lutie immediately. Pity 

she’s about to make the biggest mistake of her life and marry his nemesis. 

     Losing both inamorata and court case within the space of a few hours seems 

typical for Mr. Chamberlain, a man destined to make a career of occupying 

runnerup spots.  



     Lutie is somewhat less enthusiastic about her new acquaintance. Despite 

indications of having made an involuntary romantic conquest, she proceeds to 

wed the Colonel as planned. When Jim drives her out in a carriage to survey his 

wonderland of uncultivated prairie, a sea of whispering, windblown grass ideal 

for cattle grazing, Lutie’s unable to second his enthusiasm. To her, a prospect 

without houses and people is simply alien, a disappointment and potential 

enemy. Women and their words are what she understands and cherishes most. 

Yet with time the inhospitable land may become friendlier, more cooperative. 

More settlers will come, ranches will shrink, towns grow. The future will expand 

her social contacts, offer wider educational opportunities, be altogether more 

pleasant. 

     Hah. Not if her husband can help it. Preservation of the land means 

eradication of farmers who know only how to pillage it for short-term bounties. 

Harsh winters, searing summer droughts, trampled barb wire will teach 

meddling homesteaders this land is not their expected Eden. 

     Against his better judgement, the Colonel acquiesces to Lutie’s entreaties, 

permitting the Halls to take up residence on a piece of “his” land. There they 

suffer until a wintry cattle assault on their metal perimeter by some of 

Brewton’s steers causes Sam to try defending his property with a rifle. One shot 

topples a cow, producing rapid vengeful response. Sam is beaten badly by 

Brewton’s herders, a humiliating situation witnessed by his wife and preschool 

daughter. It’s too much for a pregnant Mrs. Hall to bear. She miscarries. Soon 

thereafter her grieving family leaves the area. The woman blames Lutie for what 

has happened, since it was her idea to settle them on a plot of land surrounded 

by cattlemen and their livestock.  

     Meanwhile, Lutie’s given birth to a child of her own, one being “nursed” by 

cook Jeff. This comic relief character displays unforeseen talent as an infant 

fosterer. Baby Sarah Beth is intended to bind together disparate worlds of her 

father and mother. An impossible assignment, even if she were old enough to 

comprehend and accept it.   

     When the Halls leave in rancour and utter disillusionment, Lutie tries to 

persuade the Colonel to stop them. He has no intention of doing so and regrets 



ever extending hospitality in the first place. Neither spouse can sympathize with 

the other’s viewpoint.  

     Numbed by grief over dissolved friendship and spousal indifference or 

hostility to her feelings, Lutie decides to leave him. At least temporarily. She will 

go to Denver and mull things over. 

     Who should she meet there but Brice Chamberlain. He shares her desire to 

assist farmers and lead a more active social life. The two of them ought to take 

up housekeeping together. Let Jim stew in his oceans of grass. Why should he 

always get what he wants, when he’s too stubborn and selfish to keep it? 

     Lutie ultimately accepts flatteries and alibis of her lover. Still stricken with 

guilt over what happened to the Halls, she attempts a partial remedy by 

becoming mistress of the cropman’s defender. Lutie becomes pregnant.  

Belatedly she realizes Brice is a poor excuse for a father, backhanded and 

irresponsible. Somewhat unwillingly, she returns to her husband, intentionally 

neglecting to inform him whose child she is carrying. Since the Colonel has only 

a daughter at this point, he is willing to pretend to neighbors that the second 

child of Lutie is his own. So long as that infant is a boy. 

     The newborn is just what he hoped to see. Proud foster father is exhilarated. 

Lutie remains depressed, conscious of having created a gulf between herself and 

the Colonel by failing to disclose the full truth. Anyway, he has guessed her 

secret. 

     Later on a conflict arises over Lutie’s lack of female friends. As she and Jim 

argue, the wronged partner acknowledges his cuckolded status. He is willing to 

raise the boy Brock, nonetheless. For he wants an heir even more than a wife.   

     Heartbroken, Lutie leaves again, despairing of recovering dignity, spouse, or 

children. Her world is a mess. Brice is no solution, merely an obstacle without 

scruples or courage. 

     Is this how their story ends? Why not borrow the dvd from the Heritage 

Church library and find out how the author resolves her dilemma? 

     Particularly notable are performances by older versions of Sarah Beth and 

Brock, Spencer Tracy’s stolidly prescient ecologist, and Harry Carey, Sr.’s 

commiserating Doc Reid, who attempts with little success to mediate between 

Lutie and Jim.  



     An incisive screenplay balancing interests of both settlers and rangemen 

stays emotionally truthful from start to finish, reaching a bittersweet, if 

conventional, conclusion. There is mature discussion of marital relationships 

and discords conveyed, something too infrequently found in Hollywood films of 

that era. 

     THE SEA OF GRASS is an outstanding western drama suitable for viewers aged 

sixteen and older. Its mature themes will be of little interest to younger teens, 

who are apt to recklessly endorse Brice’s cavalier romantic philosophy. 

     Bonus features on the dvd include an excellent Theater of Life 1947 live 

action short documentary titled GIVE US THE EARTH! Shot in Mexico and 

directed by Gunther Fritsch, it was produced by a partnership among MGM, the 

Associated Press, and the YMCA’s International Committee. Dealing with 

Mexican agricultural and health practices, the twenty-one minute film uses a 

commendably sensible English narrative written by Herbert Morgan to promote 

an agenda for applying scientific conservation practices to Third World 

farmlands. If only First World agronomists and bankers would heed its 

messages. Crisp editing by Chet Schaeffer and dramatically compelling music 

from William Lava further enhance a call for multilateral, economically 

resourceful action. 

     Another delightful extra is the 1947 Tom and Jerry short animation titled  

THE CAT CONCERTO, a sadomasochistic eight-minute mash of musical mayhem 

and sonic splendor based upon Franz Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2. Directed 

by Joseph Barbera and William Hanna, this gem won an Oscar® for Best 

Animated Short. Highly recommended by Kino Ken. A classic. 

      An original three-minute trailer for THE SEA OF GRASS is also part of this dvd 

release. 

          

 


